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S U P E R S Y M M E T R IC  Q C D  A N D  N O N C O M M U T A T IV E  G E O M E T R Y
THUS VAN DEN BROEK AND WALTER D. VAN SUIJLEKOM
A b s t r a c t . We derive supersymmetrie quantum chromodynamics from a noncommutative 
manifold, using the spectral action principle of Chamseddine and Connes. After a review of 
the Einstein-Ya.ng-Mills system in noncommutative geometry, we establish in fuff detail that 
it possesses supersymmetry. This noncommutative model is then extended to give a theory of 
quarks, squarks, gluons and gfuinos by constructing a suitable noncommutative spin manifold 
(i.e. a spectral triple). The particles are found at their natural place in a spectral triple: the 
quarks and gfuinos as fermions in the Hilbert space, the gluons and squarks as bosons as the 
inner fluctuations of a (generalized) Dirac operator by the algebra of matrix-valued functions 
on a manifold. The spectral action principle applied to this spectral triple gives the Lagrangian 
of supersymmetrie QCD, including soft supersymmetry breaking mass terms for the squarks. 
We find that these results are in good agreement with the physics literature.
1. I n t r o d u c t io n
Over the last few decades, noncommutative geometry [9] has proven to be very successful in 
deriving models in high-energy physics from geometrical principles. This started with the par­
ticle theories studied by Connes and Lott from a noncommutative perspective [1 2 ], culminating 
in the work of Chamseddine and Connes [3, 4]. Therein, the full Standard Model of high-energy 
physics — including the Higgs field— was derived from a noncommutative manifold, through 
the so-called spectral action principle. This principle puts gauge theories such as the Standard 
Model on the same geometrical footing as Einstein’s general theory of relativity by deriving a 
Lagrangian from a noncommutative spacetime. For more details, see eg. Section 2 below. More 
recently, in [7] (see also [13]) this noncommutative model was enhanced to also include massive 
neutrinos while solving a technical issue (i.e. ‘fermion doubling’) at the same time.
Ever since the early models introduced by Connes and Lott, there has been interest in the 
connection between noncommutative geometry and supersymmetry. An early instance of this 
subject is found in [15, 16], and also [1, 17]. However, this was all before the elegant spec­
tral action principle was introduced, in particular the last article needed to turn the non­
commutative algebra of coordinates turned into a superalgebra. Throughout the present pa­
per, the algebra of noncommutative coordinates are Mjv(C)-valued functions on spacetime, 
that is, A  =  C °°(M ,M n (C)) (possibly with N  =  3). In the paradigm of noncommutative 
geometry, the gauge group consists of special unitary elements in this algebra; in this case 
SU(A) =  C°°(M , SU(N)). The supersymmet.ric gauge theories we will derive thus have SU(N) 
as a gauge group. Then, as is intended, the supersymmetry will manifest itself as a transforma­
tion between bosonic and fermionic degrees of freedom; this was suggested in [4], The natural 
place for the fermionic degrees of freedom is in the Hilbert space of spinors. As we will see 
below, the bosonic degrees of freedom are generated naturally by a generalized Dirac operator; 
this is very similar to the origin of the Higgs boson through the finite Dirac operator in the 
noncommutative description of the Standard Model [7].
This article is organized as follows. We start by giving a short overview of the spectral action 
in noncommutative geometry, since it is the main technique exploited in this article. In Section 
4 we demonstrate that the Einstein-Yang-Mills system as derived from a noncommutative 
manifold — which we recall in Section 3— is actually supersymmet.ric. More precisely, it. is 
J\f =  1 supersymmet.ric SU (N ) Yang-Mills theory, minimally coupled to gravity.
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Section 5 forms the main part of this article, we define a noncommutative manifold on which 
the spectral action gives the Lagrangian of supersymmetric quantum chromodynamics (QCD). 
Besides a quark and a gluon we recognize their superpartners: the squark and the gluino. The 
squark appears naturally as the finite part of the inner fluctuations of the noncommutative 
manifold, besides the gluons as the continuous part. We discuss the several terms that appear 
in the spectral action and find that they coincide with the usual dynamics and interaction terms 
between gluons, gluinos, quarks and squarks that appear in the physics literature.
2. P r e l im i n a r ie s
In [4], Chamseddine and Connes introduced the spectral action principle as a powerful de­
vice to derive (potentially physical) Lagrangians from a noncommutative spin manifold. For 
convenience, we will start by quickly recalling their setup and approach.
The basic device in noncommutative geometry [9] is a spectral triple (A, Ti, D) consisting of a 
*-algebra A  of bounded operators in a Hilbert space %, and an unbounded self-adjoint operator 
D  in'H, such that
(1) The commutator [D, a] is a bounded operator;
(2) The resolvent (i + D)~l of D  is a compact operator.
One may further enrich this set of data by a self-adjoint operator 7  on % that commutes with all 
elements in A  and is such that 7 2 =  1 (grading), and an anti-unitary operator J  on % (reality) 
such that the following hold
(2 .1) [[D,a\,JbJ~1] =  0, [a,JbJ~1] =  0; Va, b ^ A
These conditions are called the first-order condition and the commutant property, respectively. 
The following ±-signs for the commutation relations between J , 7  and D,
KO-dimension J 2 =  e J D  =  e'D J J  7  =  e" 7  J
0  + + +
2 + —
4 + +
6  + + -
determine the so-called KO-dimension of the real spectral triple. The notion of a real spectral 
triple generalizes Riemannian spin geometry to the noncommutative world. In fact, there exists 
a reconstruction theorem [10, 11] which states that if the algebra A  in (A ,T i,D ) is commuta­
tive, then the spectral triple is of the form (C°°(M), L2(M, S),$), canonically associated to a 
Riemannian spin manifold M . Here S —> M  is a spinor bundle and $ is the corresponding Dirac 
operator.
2.1. Inner flu ctu a tion s. Rather than isomorphisms of algebras, a natural notion of equiv­
alence for noncommutative (C *-)algebras is Morita equivalence [23]. Given a spectral triple 
(A, Ti, D) and an algebra B that is Morita equivalent to A, one can define [10] a spectral triple 
(B,H! ,D ') on B. Interestingly, upon taking B to be A, this leads to a whole family of spectral 
triples (A, TL, Da) where D a := D  + A with A € ^ ^ (A )  self-adjoint with
(2 .2 ) Q1^ )  := {'^2/ai [Di bi] : <n,bi € A}.
i
The bounded operators A are generally referred to as the inner fluctuations of D  and may be 
interpreted as gauge fields.
When considering a real spectral triple (A ,% , D] J), we have the additional restriction that 
the real structure J 7 of the spectral triple (A, V !, D 1; J ') on the Morita equivalent algebra should 
be compatible with the relation J 'D ' =  e'D 'J'. Upon taking B to be A  again in such a case, 
the resulting spectral triple is of the form (A, Ti, D a ', J), but now with
(2 .3) D a := A + e'JAJ*.
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Note that in the commutative case these inner fluctuations vanish. The gauge group is defined 
to be IJ(A) := {u € A  : uu* =  u*u =  1 }. It acts on elements ip in the Hilbert space via 
ip u Ju J~ l ip. This induces an action on D a as D a uD au*. Consequently, the inner 
fluctuations transform as
(2.4) A Au := uAu* + u[D, u*].
In the presence of a determinant on A, we can restrict U (.4) to SU (.4) for which in addition 
the determinant is equal to the identity.
2.2. T h e sp ectra l action . The above suggests that a (real) spectral triple defines a gauge 
theory, with the gauge fields arising as the inner fluctuations of the Dirac operator and the 
gauge group is given by the unitary elements in the algebra. It is thus natural to seek for gauge 
invariant functionals of A € ^¿(-4.) and the so-called spectral action [4] is the most natural.
Let (A, Ti, D] J)  be a real spectral triple. Given the above operator D a , a cut-off' scale A and 
some positive, even function ƒ  one can define (cf. [10], [4]) the gauge invariant spectral action:
(2.5) Sb[A ]:=T rf(D A/A).
The cut-off parameter A is used to obtain an asymptotic series for the spectral action; the 
physically relevant terms then appear with a positive power of A as a coefficient. Besides this 
bosonic action, one can define a fermionic action in terms of tp € % and A £  Q^(„4):
(2 .6 ) Sf [A,iP] := (ip, D Aip)
It was shown in [4] that for a suitable choice of a spectral triple the spectral action equals the 
full Standard Model Lagrangian, including the Higgs boson. More recently, in [7] (see also [13]) 
this was enhanced to also include massive neutrinos while solving a technical issue (i.e. ‘fermion 
doubling’ as pointed out in [19]) at the same time. We will not further go into details but refer 
to the mentioned literature instead.
For convenience, we end this section by recalling some results on heat kernel expansions and 
Seeley-DeWitt coefficients, these will be useful later on; for more details we refer to [14]. If V 
is a vector bundle on a compact Riemannian manifold (M ,g ) and if P  : C°°(V) —> C°°(V) is a 
second-order elliptic differential operator of the form
(2.7) P  =  - ( g ^ d ^  + K ^  + L)
with K ^ ,L  € r(End(V)), then there exist a unique connection V and an endomorphism E  on
V such that
(2.8) P  =  VV* - E.
Explicitly, we write locally where
(2.9) a =  —(g^vKv + g^vgpaTl'pa).
Using this uj^  and L we find E  € T(End(U)) and compute for the curvature of V:
(2 .1 0 a) E : = L -  g ^ d ^ )  - g ^ u ' ^  +
(2 .1 0 b) i V  := d^u'v) - dv{w^) -
In this situation we can make an asymptotic expansion (as t —> 0) of the trace of the operator 
e~tp in powers of t:
(2.11) Tr e-f f ~ V i ( n-"*)/2 fln (P), an (P) := f an ( x ,P ) ^ d mx,
n>  o J m
where m is the dimension of M  and the coefficients an (x ,P ) are called the Seeley-DeWitt 
coefficients. It turns out [14, Ch 4.8] that an(x, P) =  0 for n odd and that the first three even 
coefficients are given by
(2.12a) ao(x,P) =  (47r) _ m / 2 Tr(id);
(2.12b) a2{x, P) =  (4vr) - m /2  Tr(-E / 6  id + E);
(2.12c) a4(x, P ) =  (4vr)“m/2^  Tr ( - 12R . /  + 5R 2 -  2
+ 2RflvpaR^vpa - GORE + 180£2 + 60E . /  + 3 0 Q ^Q ^ ) ,
where R-^ := V^V^-R and the same for E. In all cases that we will consider, the manifold will 
be taken without boundary so that the terms E-^, R-^  vanish by Stokes’ Theorem.
This can be used in the computation of the spectral action as follows. Assume that the inner 
fluctuations give rise to an operator D a for which D\ is of the form (2.7) on some vector bundle
V on a compact Riemannian manifold M . Then, on writing ƒ  as a Laplace transform, we obtain
ƒ  (Da / A) =  [  g(t)e-W* /A2 dt.
J t>  o
In the case of a four-dimensional manifold the dominant terms of the expansion are found with 
Eq. (2.11) to be
(2.13) T r / (A 4 /A) =  2A4U a0(D 2A) + 2A2 f 2a2(D 2A) + a4(D2A)f(0) + 0(A~2), 
where the fk are moments of the function ƒ:
/ •C O
fk ■= / f{w)wk~l dw; ( k  >  0 ).
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3. The E instein-Yang-M ills system
A spectral triple that will serve as the starting point for many of the subsequent considerations 
is the one that results in the Einstein-Yang-Mills system; it was introduced and studied in [4] (cf. 
also [13, Sect. 11.4]). From now on, M  will denote a compact four-dimensional Riemannian spin 
manifold (with metric g). We take our spectral triple to be the tensor product of the canonical 
one on (M ,g ), and the finite spectral triple (Mjv(C), Mjv(C), 0):
A  =  C °°{M )® M n { C )^ C °0{M ,M n {C))-1 
n  =  L2(M ,S)(g)M N( C);
D  =  $M (g>  id, with $M =
where the representation of Mjv(C) on Mjv(C) is by left multiplication. We make the spectral 
triple real by defining J  : % —> % by
(3.1) J(s<S>T) := J Ms(SiT*, s<S>TeH,
where J m  is the real structure on L2(M ,S ) (i.e. charge conjugation) and T* is the adjoint of 
the matrix T.
The inner fluctuations (2.3) of this Dirac operator are seen to be of the form
(3.2) A + J A J * = ^ & d ( A ll),
where ad(A^)T := [A^, T], T € Mjv(C) and the minus sign giving rise to this commutator comes 
from the identity
(3.3) =  -7m- 
The local expression for the fluctuated Dirac operator is then
(3.4) D a =  i e ^ a[(d^ + wM) <g> id + id <g> AM],
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where ujM is the spin connection and AM := — i ad AM is skew-Hermitian due to the self-adjointness 
of Afj,.
From the demand of self-adjointness of Da, it follows that A is a u(iV)-valued one-form. Now, 
U(N) is not a simple group but U(N) ~ U(l) x SU(N) resulting in u(N) ~ u(l) © su(N) for 
the corresponding Lie algebras. But since A + JA J~ l is in the adjoint representation [cf. (3.2)] 
of U(N), we retain only a traceless object. The symmetry group of the fluctuations is therefore 
effectively SU(N).
P ro p o sitio n  3.1. The square D \  of the operator given in (3.4) is of the form —{g^d^d» +  
K^dfj, + L) (cf (2.7)j  with
K M =  (2 - r M) ® id + 2 id ® AM
L =  +  \R) ® id +  id <g> (d^A^ +  A^A^)
+ 2 ® a m - ® a m - ® ^ w,
where Yv =  T^xg^x and F is the curvature of the connection A^:
(3.5) F ^  := d ^ K  - duA^ + [AM, A*,].
W ith this we can both determine uj^  (and consequently fI and E  [cf. (2.9), (2.10b) and 
(2 .1 0 a) respectively] uniquely:
=  a;,, <g> id + id <g> Am, E  =  \R® id - <g> F ^ ,  =  \ Rf^ab ® id + id <g> F ^ .
We have shown that the fluctuated Dirac operator Da  meets the demands needed to apply 
the heat kernel expansion of the spectral action, as sketched at the end of the previous section. 
Now for the first three coefficients appearing in (2.13) we have the following expressions:
l^x ,
" 47T" J M  ' ~
2 AT2 r
N 2 f
r2 j'  ^
N 2 f
487T2 JM
1 N 2
(3.7) a2(DA) =  j — ö / RVÖd x
5 f l2 -  -  7 — 2 j M
where W2 originates from TrMjv(C) id. Inserting these expressions into (2.13) then results in
T h eorem  3.2 (Chamseddine-Connes [4]). The bosonic action for the inner fluctuations of the 
spectral triple (C °°(M , Mjv(C)), L2(M, S ) <g> Mjv(C), $ <g> 1) is given by
Sb[A ]= T rf(D A/ V  =  j M Cb( g ,A ) ^ d 4x + 0(A-2),
with Lagrangian
Cb(g, A) =  2 / 4A4AT2 + ^ / 2A2E + 5-R2 - SRßVRßV - 7RßvpaRßupa T r ( F ^ F ^ ) .
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This expression contains both the Einstein-Hilbert action of General Relativity and the 
Yang-Mills action of a SU(N)-g&uge field. Since the term (ip,DAip) accounts for the fermionic 
propagator and interactions of the fermion ip with the gauge field, the sum
S[A,tp] := S b[A]+Sf [A,'iP]=Trf(DA/A) + {'ip,DAip)
gives the full action of the Einstein-Yang-Mills system plus terms of order A-2. The gauge group 
SU (.4.) =  C°°(M , SU (N)) acts on the gauge potential A and on ip in the adjoint representation.
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4. S u p e r s y m m e t r y  in  t h e  E in s t e in - Y a n g - M il l s  s y s t e m
We would like to obtain a realization of supersymmetry for the Einstein-Yang-Mills system, 
as considered in the previous section, in the framework of noncommutative geometry. The 
possibility of such a supersymmetry was suggested in [4].
We work this out in full detail and give the supersymmetry transformation establishing this 
symmetry between the fermionic and bosonic fields.
In trying to do so, we immediately stumble upon the problem that bosonic and fermionic 
fields do not have the same number of degrees of freedom, as is required for supersymmetry. 
Indeed, both in the spinorial as in the finite part the fermionic degrees of freedom exceed those 
of the bosons: by requiring self-adjointness and unimodularity, the finite part of the bosons 
was seen to be su(AQ-valued one-forms. The finite part of the fermions, on the other hand, is 
an element of Mjv(C). On top of that, a spinor ip{x) has eight real (four complex) degrees of 
freedom whereas the continuous part of the gauge potential has only four: A^, ¡i =  1 ,. . . ,  4.
We will solve these two problems one by one in the subsequent subsections.
4.1. M ajoran a  and W eyl ferm ions. The basic fermionic constituents of most supersym- 
metric theories are Majorana fermions; particles that are invariant under charge conjugation. 
However, in this Euclidean set up, we have J 2 =  —1 with which only ip{x) =  0 could be Majo­
rana. Indeed (massless) Majorana fermions do not exist in a 4 dimensional Euclidean space, as 
was pointed out by Schwinger [24] already in 1959.
An alternative way to correctly reduce the number of degrees of freedom is to restrict the input 
of the inner product to eigenspaces Ti^1 of 7 . To this end Chamseddine, Connes and Marcolli [7] 
propose as a fermionic action \{Jip, Daip) instead of (ip, Da^P)- This would be of no avail to us, 
since this allows for such a restriction only when J 7  =  7 J , in accordance with the classification 
of [5, 6 ]. In our case, it would automatically yield (Jip\,Dip2 ) =  — (Jipi, Dipz) for all ip\, ip2 € U.
Different but similar solutions of this problem were given by Van Nieuwenhuizen and Wal­
dron [21] and Nicolai [20]. To obtain a Lagrangian in Euclidean space, whose Green functions 
are analytic continuations of their Minkowskian counterpart, Van Nieuwenhuizen and Waldron 
propose the following. Starting from a Lagrangian for a single Weyl fermion, they define a Wick 
rotation on the spinors themselves. When applying this, one is obliged to drop the Minkowskian 
reality constraint ip := ip^7 0 — rotating ip and ip separately. The result is then a Lagrangian con­
taining Weyl spinors % and ip of opposite chirality. Since the system still contains two fermionic 
variables (% and ip instead of ip and ip) the path integral is insensitive to such a rotation. The 
solution is thus to take as the fermionic part of the action
(4 .1 ) Sf [A, ip, x] ■= (X, D A'tp)-, ('tp € H +,x  e H~),
which is the Euclidean counterpart of the action for ip and ip in Minkowskian space.
4.2. U n im o d u la r ity  for ferm ions. The reduction from Mjv(C) to su(N) takes place in two 
steps; first from Mjv(C) to u(N) and second from u(N) to su(N).
For the first part we simply use the fact that the Mjv(C) is the complexification of u(N): 
Mjv(C) ~ C u(N). For the full Hilbert space % this implies already that
n  =  L 2{M, S) Mjv(C) ~ L 2 (M, S) u(N).
We obtain the reduction from u(N) to su(N) by splitting any fermion into a trace and a 
traceless part:
ip =  Tr ip + ip e L 2 (M, S) (g> (u(l) ©su(AO).
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Inserting this expression into the inner product, we get
(X ,D a$) =  (T rx ,DA Trip) + (x ,D A Trip) + {Tr x ,D Aip) + (x ,D Aip) =  (Tr x, D  Tr $) + {x,DAip),
where we have used that for A € u(l) and X ,X i ,X 2 € su(N) that [X, A] =  0 =  Tr(XA). So 
the two different parts decouple and the trace-part lacks any gauge interactions; it describes a 
totally free fermion. We therefore discard it from the theory.
4.3. S u p ersy m m etry  tran sform ation s. After the preparations done in the two previous 
subsections, the Einstein-Yang-Mills system is at least suited for supersymmetry. What is left, 
is actually proving that the system is supersymmetric.
Thus, consider the action S[A,ip,x] =  + Sf[A, ip,x\ in terms of the two traceless Weyl 
spinors tp and % and the SU (AQ-gauge field A. We conveniently write the fermionic action,
Sf[A,ip,x] =  ( x ,A # )  =  [  TrF(x ,D Aip ) ^ d 4x,
J m
in terms of a Hermitian pairing (.,.) : r oo(S') x r oo(S') —> C°°(M ) and a trace Tri? over the 
finite part.
In order to see whether this system exhibits supersymmetry, we will define
5A € B(%) and 5ip € Ti+, 5x € Ti~
—where the expressions for 5A, 5ip and Sx contain their respective superpartners— under which 
the action is invariant:
(4 .2 ) SS[A, ip, x] ■= J f s \A + t5A> + t5iP’ X + t$x] =  0 .
t=o
From here on e± will denote a pair of 7  eigenspinors that are singlets of the gauge group
£and vanish covariantly: V^e± =  0
D efin itio n  4 .1 . For A e Clp(A), tp,G TL+,x  G % we define 5A € B(TL),ôtp € 'H+,ôx  € TL 
by
5A := 7it[ci(e_,7(U^ ) +c2 (x,7Me+)]>
5ip := CsFe+ and Sx '■= c^Fe-
where F  =  Y l vF^v ® Ta, F ^  =  d^Av - dVA^ + [A^, A„] and a  .. . c4 € R.
The constants c\... c4 are yet to be determined.
P ro p o sitio n  4.2. With the definitions given above, we have for the fermionic part of the action
SSf[A,ip,x] =  -2ic4{ e - , F ^ D vip) - 2ic3{ F ^  D ux, e+).
where D M + AM is the covariant derivative.
Proof. We apply the above supersymmetry transformations to the fermionic part of the action 
to obtain
(4.3)
5Sf[A,ip,x] =  ^ { x  + tSx,DA+tSA(il} + tS'il})) ^  =  c4 (Fe_, D Aip) + {x,5Aip) + c3(x, D AFe+).
Let us look at the terms on the right hand side one by one. Writing out F, using the self­
adjointness of D a and the identity
=  -rM y*v v I va 1
twice, we get for the first term
(4.4) c4 (Fe_, D Aip) =  -cAi { V ^ a[^a , Y ]F ^£- , ip) + cAi(^a^ ^ vD aF^ve-,ip).
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Using the identity
=  g ^ ^  -  gau^  + g t ^ Y  -  ie^uaX 7®7a
and the symmetry T^x =  TXv of the Christoffel symbols, the first term on the RHS of (4.4) is 
seen to vanish whereas the second term now reads
(4.5) (Fe-, D Aip) =  i{[gatJ-Y - g av^  + g^~fa - íeavvX15lx \DaFtlue-,íp).
The first two terms of (4.5) add up by the antisymmetry of F^v, whereas the third term vanishes 
for that very reason. The fourth term vanishes in view of the Bianchi identity:
[DnFV(j  + D aF^v + D vFaiu](x) =  0 V x € M.
We are thus left with:
c4(Fe-,DAij)) =  2 a i(Y  D ^F ^e- ,^ ).
By exactly the same reasoning we can rewrite the third term of (4.3). Now we are still left with 
the second term of (4.3), which yields for each point x € M:
(4 .6) T tf {x ,5 K í¡)){x ) =  f abc(x a , Y ^ c) [ c i ( í - r í ^ )  +  C 2 (x r í^ + )] (x ) .
Both terms are seen to vanish separately using the antisymmetry of f abc and a Fierz transfor­
mation (see Appendix A for details). Adding the results for the first and third terms of (4.3) 
yields the expression:
5Sf[A,ip,x] =  2 c4i{Y  D ^F ^e - ,^ )  + 2c3i{x, Y D>1Fflue+) □
That covered the fermionic part of the action. Regarding the bosonic part we can see that 
after performing the supersymmetry transformations
P ro p o sitio n  4.3. The square of the operator D A+tSA with 5A given in Definition 4-1 is of the 
form in (2.7):
D 2A+tSA =  - \ g ^ d "  + K IIId , + L1} 
with K a n d  L' given in terms of the K ^ and L of Proposition 3.1 as 
K'V =  — 2c\ <g> ad(e_, 7 ^ip)t,
L' =  L — c iY Y  <S> ad(e_,7 fj,Dvip)t - 2c\ <g> ad(e_, ~fv4>)[{u)v - T^) <g> 1 + Avt] + 0{t2), 
Proof. We will explicitly calculate
(4.7) D 2A+tSA =  [D + A + t5A + J(A  + t5A)J*}2 =  D 2a + i{DA, 5A}t + 0{t2),
where 5A + J5 A J =  ióA. Let us for the moment ignore the term in 5A depending on %.
Then, the second term on the right hand side of (4.7) reads
{Da ,5A} =  ® id + Au)][ci7 m <g> ad(e_, 7 ^ ) ]  + ® ad(e_, ® id + A^)]
=  i c i ^ Y id ^  ® 1 + Aitt)ad(e_,7 vtp) - i c iY Y  ad(e_, 7 ^ ) ( ^  ® 1 + a m)
(4.8) + 2ic\ ad(e_, 7 it'0 )(V^ + AM) - iciT"x^~/x ad(e_, 7 ^ ) ,
where the Christoffel symbol stems from interchanging the spin connection with a gamma 
matrix. Using that e_ vanishes covariantly we have
^ ( e - ,7 ^ )  =  (e-,7uV fy) - P ^ (e _ ,7 AV0 + (e_,7 ^ ) ^ .
Inserting this expression into (4.8) and using the definition T^ =  guXT^x, we receive for 
{Da ,5A}:
{Da ,ÓA} =  ¿ci7íV 'a d (e _ ,7 I,JDíttV;) + 2*ci ad(e_, -T^) ® 1 + A^].
Plugging this into (4.7) yields the desired form of K and L '. □
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We are thus allowed to perform a heat kernel expansion (2.11) for D A+tSA to see to what 
extent each of the coefficients an(DA) (for n =  0, 2, 4) is invariant under supersymmetry.
The objects that are of interest to us are
(4.9) óan (Dj4 ) ^ a n (D A^tSA)
d
t=o
the first of which are given by (2.12a), (2.12b) and (2.12c). The E  and appearing in these 
formulas are of course different than before, but still related to K ^  and L (as given above) in 
the same way; by (2.10a) and (2.9). Short calculations show that the changes of to K and 
L to L' have the following effect on the variable E  and
E' =  E  + c i ^ l v ® ad(e_ , 7 vD^%¡j)t -  ciid <g> ad(e_, ^ D ^ ip )t  + 0 ( t2)
+ ciid <g> [ad(e_,7 VD ^ )  - a  ad(e_, + 0{t2).
Having found these particular expressions, we are ready to determine (4.9).
P ro p o sitio n  4.4. The Seeley-DeWitt coefficients ao(DA) and (DA) are invariant under the 
supersymmetry transformation A A+t5A given in Definition 4-1, whereas a4 (Da ) transforms 
as
~ ^ a i(D 2A+t5A)
«  = ê <£-  ^  £+>,
Proof The first coefficient ao(D2A+tëA) is trivial: the identity does not transform under su­
persymmetry. Ignoring for the moment the term linear in % for the second Seeley-DeWitt 
coefficient, there is only one contribution [see (2 .1 2 b)];
(4.10) =  c\i Tr[7 ^7  ^<g> ad(e_, 7 „D^tp) - id <g> ad(e_, 7 ^ D ^ )]  =  0.
t= 0
For the third coefficient (2.12c) there are three terms of interest
(4.11) 6a4(D 2A) =  ~ ^ j t {6El2 + + 2R E ' ) ^ d 4
where the last one vanishes by the same reasoning as employed above. For the first term we 
use that E  =  \R <g> 1 — <8> F,„, and obtain
t=o
^  ƒ Tr E '2 y/gd4x
dt J M
1
t= 0 = ' M
Tr [7 A7 <J7 M7 iy <g> FA(J ad(e_, 7 vD^ip)
' f ' f ad(e_, 7A-DaV0] Vgd4x
=  -Acl (5Xv5a^ - 5 x^ 5va) x [  Tr[FA(Jad(e- ,jvD ^ )] ^ g d 4x
J m
=  8 ci f  T r[¥ ^v ad(e-,-/uD flip)]y/gd4x =  - 8 N c i { e - , F ^ ^ D uip}, 
J m
where at various points we have used that F is antisymmetric. For the second term in (4.11) 
we have with =  1 <g> F ^  + \Ra^ ab ® 1
4 /  Tr Ol2 y/gd4x =  2ci [  Tr [l ® F ^  + \Ra^ ab <S> 1][id ® ad(e_, ^ D ^ip )}]  y/gd4x 
a i J m  t= 0 Jm
=  16ci [  T v [ ¥ ^ a d ( e . r f vD ^ ) ] ^ / g d 4x  =  - 1 6 N C l{ e . , F ^ D viP). 
Jm
We thus get for (4.11):
->2
Sa4 {D\) =  - ¿ â ( 4 8  +  1 6 ) N ( e . , F ^ ^ D ^ )  =  - ^ ( e ^ F ^ D ^ )  
and a similar term involving %, as required. □
Thus, although ao(D\) (proportional to A4) and a,2 (D\) (proportional to A2) are supersym­
metry invariants, a ^ D 2^) transforms to an expression that equals the one of the fermionic action 
(cf. Proposition 4.2) by the right choice of coefficients. This means that
T h eorem  4.5. The action S[A,ip,x\ =  ¿>&[^4] +  Sf [A, tp, %] (with Sf defined in (4.1),) of the 
Einstein-Yang-Mills system is invariant under supersymmetry for at least all positive powers 
of A, provided
ic2 f  (0 )
c4 = ---— y 1 and c3 = --
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Though these results are encouraging, it is still somewhat unsatisfactory that we had to resort 
to a heat kernel expansion; a question whether or not the full spectral action is supersymmetry 
invariant remains to be answered. As was noted by Chamseddine in [2 ], noncommutative 
geometry treats bosons (spectral action) and fermions (inner product) on a different footing. 
Hence, any attempt (such as [25]) that combines both the inner product and the spectral action 
into a single expression is well worth studying from the perspective of supersymmetry.
5. S U P E R S Y M M E T R IC  QCD
In this section, we consider a supersymmetric version of QCD — the theory of quarks and 
gluons. For that we will be regarding only one of three generations of particles and we leave all 
leptons and electroweak gauge bosons out.
5.1. T h e fin ite  sp ectra l tr ip le . If we want any chance of finding supersymmetry, we need to 
enlarge the finite part of the Hilbert space such that it contains not only the quarks and anti­
quarks, but the gluinos1 — the supersymmetric partners of the gluons and therefore fermions— 
as well. Moreover, in order to keep the gauge group to be SU (3) the algebra in our spectral 
triple should be M 3(C).
D efin itio n  5.1. The finite spectral triple (Af ,'Hf ,D f ) is defined by
- A f  := M 3 (C).
- %f  '■= C 3 © Ms(C) © C 3, carrying the following representation of A f -'
ir(m)(q,g,q') =  (mq,mg,q').
- Dp is defined as the matrix:
/  0  d 
D F := i f  0 
\ 0  e
with d : Ms(C) —> C 3 and e : M 3 (C) —> C 3 arbitrary linear maps.
The conditions of a spectral triple are trivially satisfied; we would like to define a real structure 
J f  on it as well. Our candidate is
(5.1) J F (qi,g,q2) := (q2 ,g*,ql) € C 3 © M 3 (C) © C 3,
This form of J f , as with the representation of the algebra, is as expected: on the two copies of 
C 3 it is — up to interchanging these two copies— the same as in the noncommutative description 
of the Standard Model [7]; on M 3 (C) it is the same as in the Einstein-Yang-Mills system.
L em m a 5.2. With J f  as above, the requirement D f J f  =  J f D f  uniquely determines e in 
terms of d:
e(g) =  d{g*) V g&  M 3 (C)
Proof. This follows from a direct computation of D f J f  and J f D f  acting on an element in
'Hf - n
% e  will postpone the (partial) justification of this terminology until §14.4.
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Let us check the other conditions for a real spectral triple (of KO-dimension 0). We compute 
for the opposite representation tt°(m) =  JpTr(m*)Jp:
(5.2) ir°(m)(qi,g,q2) := (qi, gm, mtq2).
One easily checks that 7r(m) commutes with 7r°(mr) for any m ,m ! € M 3 (C), thus fulfilling the 
second condition in Equation (2.1). In order to satisfy the first (i.e. the first-order condition), 
we make the following choice of Dp  in terms of a map d : M 3 (C) —> C 3 of the form
(5.3) d(g) =  gv V g € M 3 (C)
for a fixed n e C 3. This definition for d corresponds to d*(q) =  qvl (considered as the 3 x 3  
matrix (qvl)ij =  qfVj) for the adjoint of d and by Lemma 5.2 to
e(g) =  g*v, e*(q) =  vq*; (g € M 3(C),q € C 3).
for the map e and its adjoint.
P ro p o sitio n  5.3. Given the representations of the algebra (5.1) and (5.2), the finite Dirac 
operator with d and e as above, satisfies the order one condition (2 .1). Consequently, the set of 
data ( A f ,  Dp, Up, Jp) defines a finite real spectral triple of KO-dimension 0.
Proof Writing out (2.1) and using that 7r(m) =  1 on antiquarks and 7r°(m) =  1 on quarks gives 
a number of simultaneous demands:
d{mg) =  md{g), d*{mq) =  md*q
e(gm) =  mte(g) e*(mV) =  e*(q')m Vm € m,g  € M 3(C), q, q' € C3.
These are easily seen to be met for the given representations and maps d and e. □
As a preparation for the next section, we determine the inner fluctuations of the finite Dirac 
operator, as well as the (finite) gauge group and its action.
L em m a 5.4. The inner fluctuations Dp  + Ap + JpA*FJp  with Ap € Qf>f (Af ) of the finite 
Dirac operator Dp are parametrized by a vector g G C 3 as
f  0 Ag 0 \
D~q := D F + Ap + J f A*f J*f  = 3 3  4  0  Bi\
\ 0  B~ 0 /
with gs the Q CD-coupling constant and
A~(q) =  qq*, Ag(g) =  gq,
B^{q) =  qq\ B~{g) =  gfq.
Proof We have Ap := '}^i 'K{mi)[DF,Ti{ni)} [cf. (2.2)] which, applied to an element (qi,g,q2) € 
TLf , gives
(5.4) ^2ir(m i)[Dp,ir(ni)}(qi,g,q2) =  (0, m*[l - Uilvq^g^n* -  1)«))
i i 
For the other part, JpA*FJp, we compute
Y^JF(^(m i)[DF,^(rij)])*JF =  - Y ^ J F[DF,^(n*)}7r(m*)JF =  -  ^ [ D F , 7r°(ni )]7r°(mi ), 
i i i
where we have used that D pJp  =  J f D f ■ We therefore get
(5.5) JpA*pJp{qi,g, q2) =  ^  (grm{l - m )v , qi{n* -  1)t/,0).
i
Requiring Ap to be self-adjoint yields the demand
(5.6) -1  =  ^ m * ( l - n i ) ,
i i
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for the elements of the algebra. Defining
(5.7) q := g ^1 ^ [ 1  + m * ( l  - m)\v =  g ^1 ^ n * i ) .
i i
and adding the expressions (5.4) and (5.5) for Ap and J f A*f J f  respectively to that of Dp, we 
get
[Df  + Af  + J FA*FJ*F){qi,g,q2) =  ga (gq, q\q + qq\, gfq) 
which is of the desired form. □
5.2. T h e p rod u ct g eo m etry  and its  inner flu ctu a tion s. We next consider the product 
of the canonical spectral triple (C °°(M ),L2(M ,S ),0 m ) associated to a four-dimensional Rie- 
mannian spin manifold M , with the above spectral triple (Af ,'Hf ,D f ). Explicitly, we have
A  =  C°°(M , M 3 (C));
U =  L 2(M, S ) © (C3 © M 3 (C) © C3) ; 
D  =  $M ® id + 75  © Dp.
The grading 7  =  7 5  © 1 and real structure J  =  J m  © J f  give the resulting real spectral triple 
KO-dimension 4.
We will write a generic element in the Hilbert space as ip =  (ipq, ipg, ipq), according to the 
above direct sum decomposition. For the bosons, we derive from Equation (2.2) and Lemma 
5.4 that
P ro p o sitio n  5.5. The inner fluctuations D  Da = D  +  A +  JA J*  with A € ^¿>(-4.) are 
parametrized by an SU (3) -gauge potential A ^x ) ( ¡ 1  =  1, . . . ,  4) and a C3-valued function q{x) 
(x € M ). Explicitly, we have with A =  i^^A^:
D a =  $ © l + A  + 7 5 © Dq
with Dg as in Lemma 5.4■
We will identify q and q as the squark and anti-squark, respectively. As before, A will be 
the gluon, and ipg the gluino. This terminology is justified by the action of the gauge group on 
these fields:
P ro p o s itio n  5.6. The gauge group SU (A ) =  C°°(M ,SU(3)) acts on the squarks and quarks 
in the defining representation, on the gluinos in the adjoint representation, and on the gluon as 
a SU (3)-gauge field, i.e. for u € SU(A):
q uq] ipq wipq; ipg wipgu*] A^ uA^u* + ud^u*.
Proof. For a real spectral triple, the gauge group SU (.4) acts on the Hilbert space in the adjoint 
representation Ad(-u) := 7t(u)tt0(u*) =  u Ju J* . A direct computation shows that on an element 
in Hilbert space:
A d ( u )  ( i p q , Ipg , ipq)  =  (Uipq , U i p g U*,  Uipq)  .
Next, we look at how Dg transforms:
M (u)D q M(u*)(ipq,ipg,ipq) =  M(u)Dq(u*ipq, U*ipgU, vfipg)
=  Ad(u) ((u*ipgu)q, (v^ipq)^ + q ^ ip q f , (ifipgu)*??)
=  (u(u*ipgu)q,u(u*ipq)q u* + uq^'ipqY'u*jU^ipguY'q)
=  (ipguq, ipq(uq) * + uqipt ipfguq)
which corresponds to applying D Uq to (ipq,ipg,ipq).
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Last, we check how the gluons transform. For instance, when applied to a gluino tpg : 
Ad(u)(dp + Ap)Ad(u*)ipg =  7r(u)7r0(u*)(dp(u*ipgu) + [Ap,u*ipgu])
=  Ad (u)tpg + dptpg + tpg(dpu)u* + u[Ati,u*'ipgu\u*
=  dptpg + ad (uApU* + u[dp,u*])ipg
=  (dp+A'fiipg,
with Au as in (2.4). Similar statements hold when acting on tjjq and tpg, respectively. □
5.3. T h e sp ectra l action . Having found an expression for the inner fluctuations of the product 
geometry, we now determine the corresponding spectral and fermionic action. Let us abbreviate 
=  0 (g) I A =  ij^D p  to write for the fluctuated Dirac operator:
(5.8) D a =  L>(1’0) + 75 ® Dg,
Before we compute the spectral action, we will first prove some useful lemmas.
L em m a 5.7. For the square of D a we have
Tr D\ =  Tr (D 1-1^ ) 2 + Tr(D%)
with
Tr (D 2-) =  12g2\q\2
Proof. The cross term in the square of D a equals 7 5[_D(1,ci), 1 ®D~\, which vanishes upon taking 
the trace. For the square of the finite part we find
Tr(Df) =  2g\ Tr[A*~Ag] + 2g2 Tr[BiBf}.
If we apply this first operator on the right hand side on a quark q we find that AgA~ =  diag \ q\2. 
W ith a similar calculation for B~, we arrive at the result. □
L em m a 5.8. For the fourth power of the finite Dirac operator Dg we have
(5.9) Tr D~ =  lQg4\q\A.
Proof. The calculation bears strong resemblance with the previous lemma, the main difference 
lies in additional cross terms. □
L em m a 5.9. For the commutator between the continuous _D(1,0) =  i^^Dp and finite Dirac 
operators we have
[P,^P>q]{^q,9^q) =  B> (d^+gaA^gi^q, 9 ,^ Pq) •
Proof. We use that Dp acts on the Hilbert space as:
D » ( i p g ,  i>g, i>q)  =  { ( d p  +  g 3 A p ) t p q , ( d p  +  g 3A p ) t p g , ( d p  +  g s A J i p q )
Thus we get from applying the commutator (whilst putting <73 =  1 for simplicity):
[ D p , D g \ { i j g , g , ^ g )  =  ( g (d p  +  A p ) q , ipq [ d p q \ 1 -  (tp q f ) A  p  +  [ ( d p  +  A p ) q \ t p tg , g t ( d p  -  A ^ q )
=  (g(dp + Ap)q,ipq[(dp + Ap)q\f + [(dp + Ap)q\^, g\dp + Ap)q), 
where we have frequently used that A* =  —Ap. □
We will proceed — as in Section 3— by making an expansion in powers of D\. We first 
determine the endomorphism E 1 defined by
D\ =  V*V - E ’.
Here V is the connection defined by A on the tensor product of the spinor bundle by the trivial 
bundle with fiber C3 © Ms(C) © C3. W ith respect to the Einstein-Yang-Mills system, we are
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simply adding the term 7 5 ® ^  to D this is easily seen to leave unchanged, and having 
the following effect on E:
(5.10) - E  ^  - E ' =  - E -  i757^[Dp, D q] + D\
compared to E  =  \tt <g> id — ^7 ^7  ^<g> F^ prior to adding squarks and quarks. The minus sign 
giving rise to the commutator comes from interchanging 7 ^ and 7 5. The term then drops 
from the expression, leaving the commutator of := + gsAM with D q.
T h eorem  5.10. The spectral action ¿>5 [A] fo r the inner fluctuations of the spectral triple 
(A , Ti, D ) introduced above is given by the spectral action S'b fo r the Einstein-Yang-M ills system 
(cf. Theorem 3.2) plus additional terms of the form
IM
~ ^ â ^ 2\(l{x)\2 + g l^ l(Sg l\ q(x )\ A + Q\Dpq(x)\2 -ZRg\\q(x)Ÿ
Proof. From (2.12b) wee see that the contributions to the Lagrangian of 0 ( A2) come from 
Tr(^'). Since the trace of the second term of (5.10) vanishes, we are left with
Tr(E r) =  Tr(E ) -  4 Tr(D^0^ ) 2 =  Tr(E ) -  4&g\\q\2,
by virtue of Lemma 5.7.
Since Qpv is unaltered, all extra terms we have on 0(A°) result from Tr ( R E 1) and Tr (E 12) 
[see (2.12c)]. For the first we have
(5.11) T r(R E ') =  Tt(R E ) -  4 R T t{ D ^ ) 2 =  Tr (R E ) -  4SglR\q\2, 
whereas the second gives
Tr[E'2) =  Tr(E2) + Tr(i7 V [ ^  D q})2 + Tr[ ( ^ ) 2]2 - l- Tr[E <g> (Dq)2}
(5.12) =  T r(E 2)+ 4 T r ([ D p ,D q} [ D ^ D q]) + 4 T r(D 4~ )- 2 R T r (D 2q).
In the first step we have used that terms of the Clifford algebra proportional to 7 ^7  ^ (n <v) ,  
7 57 ^ and 1 are orthogonal, and we consequently only retain the squares of the terms in (5.10) 
plus one cross-term. Now for the second and the last terms of (5.12) we can use Lemmas 5.8 
and 5.9 with which the former becomes
(5.13) Tr ([D p ,D q][D ^ ,D q]) =  Tr D (d^+giA^)qD (d^+giA^)q =  1 2 ^| (^  + g3Ap)q\2.
Taking the expansion of the spectral action (2.13), with the coefficients taken from (2.12b) and 
(2 .1 2 c) we get the following extra extra contributions:
order A2 : - 2 / 2 — ^ 4 T r p ^ ) 2 = f 2g\\q\2,
(47TJz 7Tz
order A0 : f(0 ) [ - m{-4SglR\q\2) + 180(4 • 12\(dp + gaA ^q]2 + 64|g|4 - 24R\q\2)
which ends the proof. □
In order to have manifest supersymmetry with the fermionic action Sf[A,ipq,ipg] we have to 
reduce once more the degrees of freedom for the spinor tpg. This is completely analogous to 
what happens in the Einstein-Yang-Mills system in Section 4: we replace the M 3 (C)-valued 
Dirac spinor ijjg by two su(3)-valued Weyl spinors tpg and Xg °f opposite chirality.
T h eorem  5.11. The ferm ionic action fo r  the triple ( A , l i ,D )  is given by
Sf[A,4>q,4>g,Xg,4tq\ = {('lpq,Xg,'lpq),P)A('lpq,'lpg,'lpq))
= {tpq, (0 + A)lpg) + {Xg, ($ + A)tpg) + {tpg, ($ + A)lpg)
+ (fpg,fpgQ} + (XgQ, % )  + (x ÎQ, ^g) + 0>g, tâ q )
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5.4. D iscu ssion . In summary, we have added the superpartners of the QCD-particles (squarks 
and gluinos) to the theory, in conformity to the ‘paradigm’ of NCG: fermions are elements 
of the Hilbert space, whereas bosons arise as inner fluctuations of a Dirac operator. Having
part of the) Dirac operator was seen to be very little. On top of that, this construction led 
to the fact that these superpartners are in the right representation of the gauge group. A 
computation of the spectral action and the fermionic action then led to additional terms over 
the supersymmetric Einstein-Yang-Mills system considered in Section 4. We will now interpret 
these additional terms.
Note that for supersymmetry at least the number of degrees of freedom need to be the same. 
For that, the finite part of the gluinos has to be reduced from Ms(C) to su(3) — a problem 
that was dealt with in Section 4. As far as the quarks and squarks are concerned, we have not 
addressed the apparent discrepancy between degrees of freedom yet. Indeed, the squarks are 
described by a C3-valued function, whereas quarks are described by a C3-valued Dirac spinor, 
i.e. a mismatch of a factor of 4. This is due to the fact that we have ignored isospin, something 
that will await another time.
We next compare the above results (Proposition 5.10 and 5.11) with that of the Minimally 
Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM); Kraml [18] and Chung et al. [8 ] provide lengthy 
expositions on the MSSM. In the latter, the various MSSM-interactions are conveniently listed 
in the appendix. We first switch to flat Euclidean space by taking =  0 and R =  0 and working 
on a local chart of M . For each of the interactions that appear we will at the same time make 
the switch from the current notation to the one more common in physics and translate the 
(relevant pieces of the) Lagrangian as found in the literature to this context.
First, the free part of the action Sb + Sf in Proposition 5.10 and 5.11 coincides with the 
usual kinetic terms for the quark, squark, gluon and gluino. Note the additional coupling of the 
squark to the scalar curvature of M .
• Squark-quark-gluino
The quark is described by tjjq =  ipq <S> e» €  L2(M, S) <S> C 3 , the antiquark by ipq =  ip^ (g> 
ei €  L2(M, S) ® C 3 , and the gluino by a pair of su(3)-valued Weyl spinors ipg =  ipg ®Ta 
and Xg =  Xg ® Ta. The finite part of the Dirac operator gives in the fermionic action
Here the transpose * refers to the finite index only and (•, •) is the hermitian structure in 
the spinor bundle (i.e. summation over spinor indices). Note that an interaction such 
as ('iptq, ry5'ipg) actually only involves the positive chirality part (with respect to 7 5 ) of ipq 
in accordance with [18, 8 ].
• As in the Einstein-Yang-Mills system, we get a gluon-gluino-gluino interaction from the 
continuous part of D a in the fermionic action:
Similarly, we have the usual quark-quark-gluon interaction, which reads (ipq, igs"/^A^ipq).
• From (5.13) we can extract a squark-squark-gluon term, that is of the form
quarks, gluinos and anti-quarks as the fermionic constituents, the freedom to choose the (finite
the term:
{(ipq, Xg,^q), (75 ® D q)(ipq,ipg.ipq))
( X g , m i ^ ^ M  =  m ( X % l ^ A ^ bg)T l ( T c[Ta ,T b}) =  ig3fabc(XCg , ^ '4 )bg)Ap
93(93Allq)i(&1q)%- g l(d llq)t(g3Allq)i
=  - g iA ; (T a)t^ d ^  -  g i d , ( ^ A ; ( T a)tJf  
=  g iA ^ (T a )t3[ f ( d ^  -  g 3(d iW ]
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• Equation (5.13) provides us a squark-squark-gluon-gluon term as well:
g i i g a A ^ ig s A ^ i  =  - g lA ^aAbll(TbTa)ijqiqj
=  - l-A»aA ; M  - l-dabcA ^ A % T c)l3^ q 3
In going to the last line, we have use the identity
TbTa — - ¿abid3 + —(i f bac + dbac)Tc, 
o 2
where the term with f abc vanishes since is symmetric upon interchanging a and b.
• Finally, there is a four squark self-interaction
originating from the third term of the display in Theorem in 5.10.
To summarize, all results are in perfect agreement with the literature, in the sense that all 
interactions are present and their form is precisely the same. In three terms that we compared 
however, we were off by two powers of the coupling constants and a sign. However, it are 
precisely these ‘erroneous’ terms of the Lagrangian that are accompanied by a factor ƒ  (0), in 
which we can absorb this excess of coupling constants. The minus sign is unresolved still, since 
ƒ  has to be a positive function. There is one other unresolved issue: the constants appearing 
in our results do not in all cases match those of the literature. However, to properly address all 
these issues, one has to wait for a description of the full MSSM in terms of a noncommutative 
manifold — since that is what we are comparing our model with here— taking also into account 
isospin and hypercharge. This is part of future research.
One observation that we cannot refrain from doing is that the sum Sb + Sf of the actions 
in Theorem 5.10 and 5.11 is not supersymmetric. In fact, there appear squark mass terms as 
allowed in soft supersymmetry breaking (see for instance [8 ] and references therein). We consider 
the presence of these terms as a merit of the above model, leaving the question open whether a 
description of the spontaneous supersymmetry breaking mechanism responsible for these soft- 
breaking terms can be found within noncommutative geometry. Of course, a search for such a 
mechanism is motivated by the derivation of the Higgs spontaneous gauge symmetry breaking 
mechanism from a noncommutative manifold in the case of the Standard Model. Possibly, 
one of the noncommutative manifolds that appear in the classification of [6 ] will describe the 
supersymmetric theory with spontaneous supersymmetry breaking mechanism.
The topic of this section are (Euclidean) Fierz identities. For these identities in a Minkowskian 
background, we refer to eg. [2 2 ],
D efin itio n  A . l  (Orthonormal Clifford basis). Let Cl(V) be the Clifford algebra over a vector 
space V of dimension n. Then 7 k  '■= 7 fcx • • • 7 kr for all strictly ordered sets K  =  [k\ < .. . < 
K}  ^  {1, . . . ,  ri} form a basis for C l(V). I f  7 ^  is as above, we denote with 7 K the element 
7 fci • • • 7 fcr. The basis spanned by the 7 k  is said to be orthonormal i fT i jx jL  =  nnx^KL V K, L. 
Here nx  '■= (—l)7-^ -1)/2, where r denotes the cardinality of the set K  and with 5k l  we mean
gi\q(%) I4 =  gtq(x)iq(xyq(x)j q(xy
A p p e n d i x  A . F i e r z  i d e n t i t i e s
(A.l)
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Exam ple A .2. Take V =  R4 en let C l(4,0) be the Euclidean Clifford algebra [i.e. with signature 
(+ + + +)]. Its basis are the sixteen matrices
1
(4 elements)
7 ^7  ^ n < v  (6 elements),
¡j, < u < X (4 elements)
71727374 =: 75-
We can identify
, N 717273 =  7475 , 717374 =  7275
(A.2 )
717274 =  -7 3 7 5 , 727374 =  -7175 , 
establishing a connection with the basis most commonly used by physicists.
L em m a A .3 (Completeness relation). I f  the basis of the Clifford algebra is orthonormal, it 
satisfies the following completeness relation:
(A.3)
n  L
Proof. Since the 7 k  form a basis, we can write any element T of the Clifford algebra as 
(A.4) V =  ^ m K^K rnK € C,
K
where the sum runs over all (strictly ordered) sets. By multiplying both sides with 7 L and 
taking the trace we find the expression for the coefficient mL to be:
m L =  — ul Ti Y^ l , 
n
Applying this result in particular to T =  7 k , and writing matrix indices explicitly, (A.4) yields
(7 K)a =  ^ J 2 nL( jK)cd( j L)dC(jL )a ,
H L
for which (A.3) is required. □
T h eorem  A .4 ((Generalized) Fierz identity). If  for any two strictly ordered sets K ,L  there 
exists a third strictly ordered set M  and c € N such that 7 k I l =  c"fM, we have the four-spinor 
identity
(ipi, 7 ^ 2 }  (03, 7X^4} =  - -  ^ C 'k l ( 0 3 ,7 L02)(01,7L04)
L
(A.5) C k l  € N,
for any 0 i , . . . , 0 4  in the n-dimensional spin representation of the Clifford algebra. Here we 
denote by (.,.) the inner product on the spinor representation.
Proof. We start by multiplying the completeness relation (A.3) with {r) K ) c i l K )b yielding
H L
or
(A -6 ) (l K ) a ( l K )df  =  “  S  C K M { lM )de{ lM ) J ,
H M
by the assumption made. Here we have accommodated the proportionality constants in a matrix 
C k l ■ Now we have to contract the above expression with the four spinors 0 “,0 2e , 0 3  and 0 4 /- 
But, remembering that they are Grassmann variables —  i.e. their components anticommute—
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we get one minus sign on the left hand side of (A.6 ) from interchanging and ips. Hence we
Now how do we compute the constants C k l ? Just multiply (A.6 ) again by ( lL )ed('lL) f , 
yielding:
by orthonormality.
Corrolary A .l  (Fierz identity). We work out one example of particular interest to us. Consider 
again C l(4,0) (n =  4) with the basis as in Example A .2. As can readily be checked, this basis 
satisfies the requirement for theorem A.4- The spinors we will contract with, are the four Weyl 
spinors: %, e_ € S~,ipi,ip2 € <S+. We start with determining the numbers f\r,r =  0 , . . . , 4  
defined by 7 ^71,7 ^ =  f ir lL  (see above) where r is the cardinality of L. We find the recursive 
relation
we arrive at the result. □
(A.7) Tt(j K J LJ k J l ) =  C k m  T t(7 m 7 L)-
On the other hand, we have
(A.8 ) k  =  Î K L l L f k l  € N (no sum over L)
using the anticommutator repeatedly2. Putting (A.8 ) into (A.7) we get:
fK L  Tr(7L7L) =  n ^  CKm Sl &m
(A.9) C k l  =  npfKL,
since
T r(7 L 7 l ) =  ( - 1  )r{r~1)/2n.
7 ^ 1 7 ^ =  n- 1 =  ƒ  101
~  =  ( 2  -  ƒ 1 0 ) 7 ^  =  h i Y
r { Y 1 . . .  r „ )7/i =  [ 2 (  i )™- 1 -  / 1 ( r a _ 1 ) ] 7 " 1 • • • 7 " ’ 
=  h n Y 1 (n <  4 )
vjhich gives
fio — 4, f  n  — - 2 , ƒ  12 — 0, ƒ  13 — 2, / i 4 — ~4
and consequently, using (A.9)
C 10 — 4, C n  — —2, C 12 — 0, C 13 — —2, C 14 — —4.
Now applying (A.5) yields
2For example: 7 M7 A7 M =  (2 — dim V )^x VAe{l , 2, --- ,dimV}.
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since only terms with an odd number of 7 -matrices survive due to the different chirality of the 
spinors. Identifying the terms with three 7 -matrices with ±7 ^7 5  as in (A.2), we get 
(A.10) = ( e .^ V ’iXx^V ^)-
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